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Pathways of Atlantic Water
Våge et al. (2013)
Orvik and Niiler (2002)
I Boundary current loop (Mauritzen, 1996)
I Flow follows f/H contours (Isachsen et al., 2003)
I Bifurcation in Fram Strait:
I to Arctic Ocean: sea ice melting, halocline formation,
nutrient supply
I to Denmark Strait: overflow water, MOC
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Sea ice concentration in Fram Strait
Jan/Feb/Mar:



















































AMSR-E 2004 to 2013
I Sea ice edge semi-permanent














Mooring observations at 78◦50’N
Beszczynska-Möller et al. (2012)
6.6 Sv northward transport
3.0 Sv Atlantic Water (>2◦C)
But how much enters Arctic
Ocean?
Rossby radius:
≈3 km in winter
≈6 km in summer
WSC is baroclinically unstable
forming eddies, particularly in
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Previous estimates of the recirculation
Southward transport in EGC increased by 3 Sv from 79◦N to




Recirculation mainly confined to
south of 80◦N; half of northward AW
transport recirculates in Fram Strait
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How do observations constrain the recirculation?
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Salinity at depth = 250m
 
 
/Users/wilken/Documents/AWI/Fram/Science/Recirculation/Gridded_hydrography/grid_hydrography.m [20−Feb−2016 17:09:46]Poten i l t mpe tu e and salinity a 250 m:
I Connectivity near 79◦N
I Tmax/Smax protrusion near 80.5◦N
Depth of temperature maximum:












































































Depth at depth of temperature maximum
 
 
/Users/wilken/Documents/AWI/Fram/Science/Recirculation/Gridded_hydrography/plot_Tmax.m [25−Feb−2016 12:38:31]Poten i l t mpe tu e and salinity at 250 m:
I Connectivity near 79◦N
I Tmax/Smax protrusion near 80.5◦N
Depth of temperature maximum:














Mooring observations in southern recirculation
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CTD sections along 0◦EW in summer
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CTD sections along 0◦EW in summer
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ITP sections along 0◦EW in autumn
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Argo sections along 0◦EW in winter
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Hattermann et al. (2016)
800 m horizontal resolution model nested into 4 km Arctic
wide model
Mooring-model comparison with respect to
I Velocity direction and amplitude
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Hattermann et al. (2016)
In winter, 60% of water crossing P1 recirculates
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Dynamics of the northern recirculation
I EKE > MKE

















Hattermann et al. (2016)
I Temperature maximum subducts along streamlines
I Baroclinic instability of AW/PW front















Dynamics of the northern recirculation
I EKE > MKE

















Hattermann et al. (2016)
I Temperature maximum subducts along streamlines
I Baroclinic instability of AW/PW front
I Advective-diffusive interplay of flow along/across f/H















I Mean flow driven following f/H contours
I Observations show baroclinic flow of ≈1.5 Sv
I Originates from offshore branch of WSC/NwAC
I Northern recirculation
I Eddy driven flow crossing f/H contours
I Baroclinic instability instrumental in subduction of AW
I Only sparse observations
I Baroclinic flow of 0.5–1.0 Sv
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